
Movian - Bug #2097
Artist images in screensaver no longer working
04/20/2014 09:22 AM - Andreas Smas

Status: Invalid Start date: 04/20/2014
Priority: Normal Due date:
Assignee: Andreas Smas % Done: 0%
Category: Metadata Estimated time: 0.00 hour
Target version:
Found in version: 4.5 Platform: Linux
Description

Reported by a user, unverified.

Related issues:
Related to Bug # 2280: no audio scraping using last.fm Rejected 10/17/2014

Associated revisions
Revision 2c07e74e - 12/14/2015 07:50 AM - Andreas Smas

ui: Reposition the screensaver info label to left side

Also make it jump up if there are overlays at bottom of screen

refs #2097

History
#1 - 04/20/2014 10:26 AM - Leonid Protasov

Non working on all platforms. Its just blackscreen.

#2 - 04/24/2014 07:11 AM - Andreas Smas

I guess it broken when i rewrote the metadata lookup system

#3 - 04/24/2014 07:16 AM - Andreas Smas
- Status changed from New to Accepted

Hm, no ... Seems lastfm have changed something

The response from their API:

<lfm status="failed">
<error code="27">
    The artist.getImages method has been deprecated.
</error>
</lfm>
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#4 - 04/24/2014 07:19 AM - Andreas Smas

Ugh. It seems last.fm have removed the ability to get artist images permanently.

http://www.last.fm/group/Last.fm+Web+Services/forum/21604/_/2216689

#5 - 04/24/2014 09:50 PM - Andreas Smas
- Target version deleted (4.6)

#6 - 04/27/2014 08:03 AM - Leonid Protasov

Use it like:
http://www.lastfm.ru/music/Red+Hot+Chili+Peppers/+images

Cyrillic as well:
http://www.lastfm.ru/music/%D0%9C%D0%B0%D1%88%D0%B8%D0%BD%D0%B0+%D0%92%D1%80%D0%B5%D0%BC%D0%B5%D0%BD%D
%B8/+images

#7 - 04/27/2014 08:06 AM - Leonid Protasov

Maybe that's good to move the parsing of that requests to corresponding plugins.

#8 - 05/26/2015 05:15 PM - Leonid Protasov
- Related to Bug #2280: no audio scraping using last.fm added

#9 - 12/06/2015 11:56 AM - Andreas Smas
- Status changed from Accepted to Invalid

Artist images are removed in 5.0 so this is no longer an issue

#10 - 12/06/2015 04:09 PM - Ema Nymton

Btw... What's the algorithm for the new screensaver? I was playing some web radios on Digital Imported and the screensaver just displayed a series of
10 city pictures (bridges, etc). Is there a way to control its behavior?

#11 - 12/07/2015 08:02 AM - Andreas Smas

Yeah, it's no longer tied to the media playing it's just showing various images.

I'm gonna add an option to select a folder of your own so one can replace the images.

#12 - 12/08/2015 09:56 AM - Ema Nymton

Sweet. Thanks!
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#13 - 12/08/2015 09:57 AM - Ema Nymton

If you could add the support for Bing's image of the day, that would be sweet too! They provide some JSON calls if you need. 
http://stackoverflow.com/questions/10639914/is-there-a-way-to-get-bings-photo-of-the-day

#14 - 12/09/2015 04:40 PM - Andreas Smas

Ema Nymton wrote:

If you could add the support for Bing's image of the day, that would be sweet too! They provide some JSON calls if you need. 
http://stackoverflow.com/questions/10639914/is-there-a-way-to-get-bings-photo-of-the-day

Great idea, i will add it ASAP

#15 - 12/12/2015 09:36 AM - Ema Nymton

It looks great! However, can you move the picture description on the left and a little bit up? Otherwise it interferes with the bottom info bar when playing
music.
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